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“A new and seductive temptation”:
The introduction of museum catalogue stalls
and the emerging focus on public education
Jamie Larkin
Chapman University (EE. UU.)

Abstract: This paper examines the introduction of catalogue stalls among London-based national museums
and galleries in the 1910s, using the British Museum as an extended case study. It seeks to frame this initiative
as an important moment in the history of museums as they shifted from predominately scholastic institutions,
largely unresponsive to the needs of their visitors, to ones with a growing awareness of their role in public education. By being prominently positioned in museum lobbies, the catalogue stall provided a focal point for visitors to
extend their cultural experience through educational or souvenir materials, and can be seen as part of a broader
series of initiatives to make museums more intellectually accessible. The effect of the introduction of the catalogue stall ―increased sales of catalogues, guidebooks, photographs, and postcards― demonstrated that visitors valued this amenity, while the income generated ensured this initial intrusion of commercial principles into
the space would become a permanent feature of museum infrastructure.
Keywords: museums; museum history; museum shops; museum retail; museum education; commercialism.
Resumen: Este artículo examina la introducción de puestos de venta de catálogos en los Museos y Galerías
Nacionales de Londres en la década de 1910, tomando el British Museum como caso de estudio. Se trata de
enmarcar dicha iniciativa como un momento importante en la historia de la relación de los museos con sus
visitantes, ya que pasaron de ser instituciones predominantemente académicas, en gran medida insensibles
a las necesidades de su público, a tomar una creciente conciencia de su papel en la educación pública. Al
situarse en un lugar destacado en los vestíbulos de los museos, los puestos de venta de catálogos ofrecían
a los visitantes un lugar de referencia en el que ampliar su experiencia cultural a través de materiales educativos o souvenirs, por lo que pueden considerarse parte de una serie de iniciativas más amplias en torno a la
accesibilidad científica de los museos de la época. Los efectos de la introducción de los puestos de venta de
catálogos ―el aumento de las ventas de guías y catálogos, fotografías y postale― demostraron que los visitantes valoraban este servicio, mientras que los ingresos que generaban aseguraron que esta incursión inicial
de los principios comerciales se convirtiera en una característica permanente dentro de la infraestructura del
museo.
Palabras clave: museos; historia de los museos; tiendas de museos; ventas en los museos; educación en
museos; comercialismo.

Introduction
This paper examines the introduction of catalogue stalls among London-based national museums
and galleries in the 1910s and draws out the cultural and economic implications of this initiative
for visitors and the institutions themselves. Relatively little academic attention has been paid to the
development of British museums in the first half of the 20th century, with the most sustained inquiry
examining how they responded to the First and Second World Wars (e.g. Kavanagh, 1998; Pearson,
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2018). The sector at this time has been framed as being in a state of flux, characterized by a shift in
audience from the working to the middle class, and a perception that museums were shrinking from
public relevance (Hill, 2005: 125-142; Waterfield, 2015: 300-302). This is often supported by an evident decline in visitor numbers across the country, particularly in the provinces, although Babbidge
(2019) has recently contested this picture. But general concerns regarding the state of the sector
prompted enquiries into the condition of the country’s museums, such as the Report on the public
museums of the British Isles, commissioned by the Carnegie Trust in 1926, and the Royal Commission on National Museums and Galleries appointed in 1927 (Lewis, 1992).
While this period may be: characterised as one of malaise and reassessment, there were, in fact,
some overlooked developments in museum practice that have had a profound impact on the sector
today. For example, this period sees the first real engagement of museums with mass consumer
society, from posters on the London Underground advertising museums (RCMG, 1929: 45), to their
participation in popular media like film and radio broadcasts (e.g. Perry, 2017). Likewise, the introduction and development of the catalogue stall in this period can be understood within a context of
attempting to communicate with museum visitors in more contemporary and relevant ways.
Similar to engagements with new media, the popularity of museum publications and photographic
reproductions, prompted by the catalogue stall, led to commercial activities being formalized as
part of the museum infrastructure. While this was primarily confined to the London nationals and
larger provincial museums, this is an important moment in museum history as we can pinpoint the
beginnings of the interplay of culture and commerce and analyze its impact on both visitors and
institutions.

Background: museum merchandising
There is a long history of interpretive and souvenir material being sold in and around museums and
similar attractions. Guidebooks emerged with the rise of modern with the rise of modern forms of
tourism and with examples describing the contents of European princely collections in the 16th century (Bazin, 1967: 55-106). Similarly, the Catalogue form emerged domestically to explain cabinets
of curiosity such as developed at proto-museums such as Don Saltero’s Coffee House, in London,
for which a catalogue for visitors was first published in 1729. More formal catalogues were offered
for sale at the earliest contemporary art exhibitions held by the Royal Academy in 1769, costing 6d
and informing visitors about the paintings on view while generating revenue for the commercially
focused exhibition. With the development of national institutions in the 19th century and the gradual
broading of cultural participation, catalogues and guidebooks were beginning to be introduced by
museums. For example, the British Museum issued its first guidebook ―the ‘Synopsis’― in 1808,
with prefatory remarks stating, “Person who are desirous to obtain a general idea of the contents
of this extensive Repository will probably be gratified by having a brief statement previously laid
before them” (British Museum, 1809: i). The provision of such materials at national institutions was
reviewed by a Parliamentary Select Committee in 1841, which identified publications available at
the British Museum, Greenwich Hospital, Hampton Court Palace, the National Gallery, the Tower of
London and Westminster Abbey, but noted their variable quality. The Committee recommended the
provision, where possible, of cheap guides produced by the institution as a means of disseminating
knowledge to visitors (HC 1841, 416: vi).
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In instances where efforts by state-supported institutions were underdeveloped, private enterprise stepped
in. For example, H. G. Clarke and Co. produced a range of guidebooks to the national institutions, which
were sold near the sites themselves. For example, Clarke and Co’s 1848 The British Museum, its antiquities
and natural history: a hand-book for visitors was available for purchase at Museum Coffee House, 12 Bury
Street, virtually opposite the museum. These private publishers continued to produce guides (and later
photographs and postcards) throughout the 19th century alongside official publications, and, indeed in
some instances museums directed visitors to these volumes or even stocked them1.
Throughout the 1800s the majority of museum publications had a predominant scholarly focus, although
guidebooks for a more general audience began to
appear towards the end of the century, as part of ef
forts by museums to promote rational recreation
among the working classes (Koven, 1994: 36). However, museums were also fairly responsive to new
technologies of mechanical reproduction. With the
rise of commercial photography in 1850s, the British
government felt compelled to ensure that reproductions of the national collections were available to the
public. To this end it established a sales room at the
South Kensington Museum in 1861, from where subsidized photographs could be purchased (Deazley,
2010). This experiment failed on commercial grounds,
largely because the attempt to subsidize production
was too costly but also because the popularity of photographs among visitors meant supply couldn’t match
demand. This concession ceased as a government
endeavour in 1865 but was taken over by the Arundel Society, a charitable organization who could run
it on more commercial lines. The room was renamed
the Arundel Sales Rooms and continued to sell photographs in addition to electrotypes and plaster casts
of museum objects until its demise in the early 1870s,
when the Society withdrew and the museum replaced
it with a catalogue stall (Larkin, 2016: 57-64).

Figure 1. Front page of Clarke and Co’s 1848 The British
Museum, its antiquities and natural history: a hand-book
for visitors.

The situation at the South Kensington Museum ―the provision of a designated sales room followed
by the introduction of a catalogue stall (both the first of their kind)― was an anomaly. In the mid to late
19th century no distinct space existed at museums for the sale of publications. A typical setup could be
found at the British Museum. Here catalogues, guidebooks and photographs could be purchased via the
Principal Librarian’s Office or were sold in specific departments. Moreover, a ‘Messenger’ was in charge
of distributing the guidebook in the Hall and “at seven other points in the Museum galleries” (British
Museum, 1903: 1875). However, this situation was not necessarily convenient for visitors, as “…often a
long search was necessary before one of them could be found” (Anon, 1912a). Similar situations were
in place at provincial museums where guidebooks were available ‘at the gallery’ or from local stationers,
often an agent for the museum.
1

In the latter part of the 20th century, the National Gallery sold publications within the museum that were produced privately
(i.e. not authored by their Director or Keepers).
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Crucially, then, up to the early 20th century, while museums were producing publications for sale, the
onus was on the visitor to engage an attendant or visit an administrative office to purchase them. Furthermore, without a defined space in the museum, there was little possibility that visitors could inspect
publications prior to making a purchase, an important principle of emerging consumerist society. This
lack of visibility and inaccessibility of publications likely suppressed public uptake or interest in museums’ scholarly or educational output.

‘The Public Utility of Museums’: examining museums’ roles
At the turn of the 20th century, the energy of the Victorian period continued with building projects like
the completion of Bristol Museum and Art Gallery in 1905, and major refurbishment projects such as
the South Kensington Museum (renamed the Victoria & Albert Museum and reopened to the public
in 1909). However, in some areas, particularly the provinces, visitor numbers began to decline as the
working classes diversified their leisure time activities ―such as cinema and organized sport, particularly football (Waterfield, 2015: 300-305)― leaving museums a more staple middle-class audience (Hill,
2005: 136-137). Moreover, the titillating nature of emerging leisure pursuits, by contrast, left museums
appearing out of touch and unpopular. There appears to have been little alarm raised about this in official organs like the Museums Journal, but scrutiny of museums’ roles was raised in other quarters,
particularly by parliamentarians, which reflected the increasingly interventionist nature of the state.
In the early years of the 1900s the role of the state in providing social services expanded considerably, prompted by anxieties over national wellbeing, particularly in relation to the country’s martial
readiness (Tombs, 2015: 524-525). This included the introduction of universal education, unemployment insurance, old age pensions, and medical services for children (Hay, 1983: 11). Such utilitarian
approaches were evident throughout government. For example, the Office of Works ―the public
body responsible for the protection of ancient monuments and heritage sites― took considerable
efforts in developing public interpretation, particularly promoting their sites as a venue for hands on
learning and school trips (Thurley, 2013: 77).
In this context, the public value of museums came under scrutiny. A key protagonist in these debates
was Charles Hanbury-Tracy, the 4th Lord Sudeley, who argued that museums should develop more
effective educational provisions for their visitors. Inspired by practical demonstrations at the 1910
Japan-British Exhibition, Sudeley proposed a system of official “educated guides” to lead tours of
museums, providing more active interpretation and explanation for the general visitor so they would
be better able to understand and profit from what they were viewing. His comments to the House of
Lords, about the perception of museums and their roles in this period are revealing:
“It has always been the habit to look upon museums as great depositories of vast knowledge, to which
students could go and obtain information, but not places in which the ordinary public could gain much
pleasure or information.” (HL deb. 29 April 1913, vol. 14, col.: 348-62).

Sudeley’s initiative was trialed at the British Museum in April 1911 and the Natural History Museum in 1912 and proved popular. By 1913, over 45,000 visitors had taken a guided tour at one or
the other museum. Following this success Sudeley campaigned for the system to be expanded
and by 1914 guide lecturers were in place at eight national museums and galleries in London. By
1922, even accounting for closures during the First World War, 420,000 visitors had taken tours
at participating museums (HL deb. 17 May 1922, vol. 50, col.: 471). Closely tied to this initiative,
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Sudeley advocated for the development of museum publication departments, and the provision
of more accessible publications, likening their role to that of guide lecturers as working towards
public education. Sudeley’s approach was seconded by Sir Frederic Kenyon, Director of the British
Museum, who noted:
“The guide lecturers are to be regarded as part of the policy of making the museum intelligible, attractive,
and useful to the public, the other principal part of which is the development of museum handbooks and
pictorial illustrations.” (HL deb. 17 May 1922, vol. 50, col.: 472).

Ultimately, Sudeley’s intervention reflected the wider concerns of the period surrounding the value
and effectiveness of public institutions. In relation to guide-lecturers and publications, his advocacy was framed around making educational provision more accessible, but his approach also,
quite subtly, called for a change in mentality in which museums were prompted to think about the
visiting public, and how to engage them, as much as their more traditional scholarly patrons who
likely had the cultural education to navigate exhibitions without intervention. Such a shift would
prompt museums to move from passive repositories of scholasticism to active agents of education. This wouldn’t happen overnight, but Sudeley’s actions helped push this perspective forward.

The implementation of the catalogue stall at the British Museum
The British Museum wasn’t the first to introduce a catalogue stall, as outlined below, but its high-profile
success created momentum for the more widespread adoption of this amenity by museums. The catalogue stall was opened in 1912 and was done to “…widen the influence and increase the interest of the
Museum…” (British Museum, 1913: 15). This rationale indicates an understanding that a focal point for
publication sales would increase transactions and therefore the museum’s ability to share textual and
visual information about its collections. The stall was positioned in the entrance lobby, meaning that
visitors would pass it on their entry into and exit from the building. While no contemporary pictures
exist, the stall was likely configured in the same way as when photographed in 1929 (see Fig. 2).
As evident in Figure 2, the stall was setup to promote browsing. Lamps highlighted the merchandise
on sale (in much the same way that lighting is important in contemporary museum retail), individual
postcards were housed on rotating displays, publications were titled towards the viewer, and sample
copies of postcard “study sets” were available for inspection. Moreover, the stall was operated by professional saleswomen, hired specifically for the purpose.
The stall was stocked with catalogues and guidebooks, photographs, and a range of postcards produced by Oxford University Press, with whom the Museum entered into a commercial arrangement.
The initial run of postcards spanned 135 subjects from the collection, approved by the Director, providing a degree of curatorial oversight (Anon, 1912b). Postcards were sold separately, and as ‘study
sets’ of 15 cards themed around a topic, including an explanatory letterpress (see Fig. 3). Thus, the
stall had a clear interpretive and educational framework ―catalogues and guidebooks to help visitors
understand what they saw in the galleries (supporting the work of the guide-lecturers)― and a range of
postcards to illustrate a particular artistic or cultural movement. In addition to this function, individual
postcards, particularly showing the exterior of the museum building, were likely anticipated to be used
as souvenirs by visitors and sent to friends and family as a memento of their visit.
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Figure 2. Photograph showing the British Museum Catalogue Stall, 1929 (right of picture). © The Trustees of the British Museum.
Shared under a Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 4.0 International (CC BY-NC-SA 4.0) licence.

Figure 3. Exterior packaging of study-set of postcards on the subject of the Sforza Book of Hours, produced by the British Museum. Photograph by author.

Figure 4. Individual postcards and letterpress comprising study-set of postcards on the subject of the Sforza Book of Hours, produced by the British
Museum. Photograph by author.
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The introduction of the stall appears to have elicited a mixed reaction among the Museum’s patrons. Shortly
after it was opened, a notice by “AN OLD READER” appeared in the literary magazine The Athenaeum:
“Will you permit me, as one who has held a reader’s ticket at the British Museum for above forty-five years, and
made frequent use of it, to protest against the recent action of the authorities in opening a large and obtrusive stall in the entrance hall for the sale of photographs, picture-postcards, etc.? It strikes me as a singularly
undignified action. On the occasion of my first visit since its erection, the stall was surrounded by a chattering throng of young schoolgirls. The saleswoman appeared to be doing a brisk business. When leaving the
building later on, I approached the counter as a matter of curiosity, to take a brief glance at the nature of the
wares. I was almost instantly accosted by one of the saleswomen who was anxious to know in what direction
my tastes lay, as she was sure they could please me. Several other readers to whom I named this innovation
seem as annoyed by this extraordinary action as I am. It also strikes me as distinctly unfair to neighbouring
tradesmen, who have for many a long year supplied these very articles in well-furnished shops, that a Government department, paying neither rent nor taxes, should enter into an unequal competition.” (Anon, 1912c)

Here, the reader’s complaint concerns the introduction of commercial principles into the museum,
embodied by ‘obtrusive’ stall and the sales-oriented saleswoman. Moreover, the reader alludes to the
private enterprises that existed near the museum selling similar materials (like postcards), and that
for the Museum to do the same interfered with free trade. This is a clear indication that up to this point
the Museum had not made its own clear provision for distributing information in a way that reached a
broad swathe of its visitors, meaning that private publishers were instead able to step in and provide
such provision.
However, the opinion of ‘AN OLD READER’ was challenged a week later in the same magazine, by a
reader signed ‘E.S.’:
“It is a little disappointing to see the unreasonable protest of An Old Reader in your issue of to-day. If he had
given more than a “brief glance at the nature of the wares,” he would have discovered that there is no competition with the shops outside. These pictures and pamphlets are the sole property of the Trustees. Their
publication is one of the best evidences of the progressive character of the Museum, and the step deserves the
highest praise. There will, of course, be differences of opinion on such a subject; but, lest I should be classed
among the thoughtless innovators, I may state that I am a much older reader than your correspondent (say 53
years) and my best wishes go in favour of the experiment. If I could find any objection, it would lie in the being
exposed to a new and seductive temptation. For the “wares” are excellent and very low priced.” (Anon, 1912d)

‘E.S.’ defended the stall and the Museum’s decision to direct the sale of its publications. Doing so enabled
the Museum to produce better quality reproductions and allowed them a degree of control over the circulation of images of their collections, and by extension influence over public instruction. This, for E.S.,
demonstrated the ‘progressive character of the Museum’. It is difficult to know what impact this had on
private traders but there are many instances of ‘unofficial’ postcards of the museum, with postmarks
extending for many years beyond this point, including up to the present day (Sadler, 2016).
These differing opinions were voiced by longstanding users of the British Library2, who probably had
a connection to the scholastic activities of the Museum. In contrast, the stall was likely introduced
with the growing leisure market in mind. Commenting on the introduction of the stall, the Museum
2

The British Library was housed within the British Museum and was a central component of the institution until it became a separate institution in 1973 and was removed from the Bloomsbury site to a purpose built site on Euston Road in 1997.
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Journal notes that “there is a growing demand for post-cards and photographs from both foreign
visitors and the British Public” (Rowley, 1912: 91), while the make-up of visitors to the Museum is
referenced in its 1915 Annual Report, where it is noted that: “The absence of Continental and American visitors and holiday tourists in general was bound to make itself evident in these returns” (British
Museum, 1916: 14).
Based on sales alone the stall seems to have been regarded positively by visitors. As noted in the 1914
Annual Report:
“The stall for the sale of photographs, guidebooks, and other official publications … has been strikingly
successful. A return prepared in November for the information of the Treasury showed an increase of
nearly 2000l. in sales during the past 16 months, as compared with the same period next preceding. The
number of picture postcards sold amounted to about 155,000… it is to be observed that the existence
of the stall has greatly stimulated the sales of guide-books and catalogues, as well as photographs.”3
(British Museum, 1914a: 15)

This initial enthusiasm persisted, and the Museum’s range of publications and its trading revenue
grew robustly. Despite interruption due to the First World War, prompting the closure of the galleries
for much of the conflict, by 1920 the Museum issued a 52-page catalogue which listed for sale 204
Pictorial Postcards (ranging across the collections), a selection of Egyptian Coloured Cards, and 45
study sets (British Museum, 1920). A second catalogue stall on the Museum’s Upper Floor was also introduced, opening on 1st August 1921 and employing three additional saleswomen (British Museum,
1921: 3864).
The publications sold by the Museum had a clear educational focus, providing knowledge of the collections and extending their visual influence. But in the early 1920s the Museum considered a more
informal type of publication. From 1922 the Museum sold scenes of the Nativity and the Epiphany, ‘on
cards of postcard size suitable for use as Christmas cards’ (British Museum, 1922). These were later
developed into Christmas cards in their own right with an external image and internal message. Their
success was remarkable. Dr. G.F. Hill, giving evidence to the Select Committee on Public Accounts in
1931, noted that at Christmastime, the Museum “… is simply thronged with people. They are much
the best Christmas cards to be got in the country” (99), while in 1933 the Museums Journal reported
“The British Museum Christmas Cards are too well known to need any further praise.” (Anon, 1933:
326). These cards had a more pronounced commercial focus and provided the Museum with another
means of engaging the broader public with scenes from its collection.

The introduction of catalogue stalls at London museums
While the British Museum’s catalogue stall is the best documented and most successful of the
period, it is emblematic of the broader introduction and utilization of catalogue stalls across museums in London. Prior to the British Museum’s initiative, the other documented catalogue stalls in
existence were at the Victoria & Albert Museum, in place since the 1870s, which appears to have
been relatively unobtrusive and was repositioned in 1912 to a more prominent location at the Museum’s Cromwell Road entrance as part of a longstanding refurbishment plan (Physick, 1982: 266).
3

The symbol ‘l’ (from the Latin ‘Libra’) is shorthand for pounds. Thus, the figure should be understood as £2000.
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Similarly, the National Portrait Gallery appears to have had a catalogue counter by 1910 (National
Portrait Gallery, 1910: IX)4.
Following the success of the initiative at the British Museum, the Wallace Collection had a catalogue
stall by 19135, while the National Gallery followed suit in 1915. Here too at the Gallery similar disquiet was raised about mixing culture and commerce, but Director Charles Holmes was quick to defend
the initiative: “A few diehards might sneer at the gay Catalogue Stall as degrading the Gallery to the
level of a shop, but the public interest which it evoked, quite apart from the profits, was enough to
console us” (quoted in Crookham, 2009: 61). The advent of the First World War likely stymied other
museums’ introduction of stalls, but the Tate made this provision by at least 1921 (National Gallery, 1922: 6) while the Natural History Museum introduced a ‘bookstall’ in the same year. By 1926
the facilities of the latter were well established: “The Guides can be obtained at the Bookstall in the
Central Hall, where picture postcards illustrating many of the objects of special interest can also be
bought.” (Harmer, 1926). By 1927, the Imperial War Museum, the London Museum, and the newly
opened Science Museum ―all had catalogue stalls of some description (HC 1927-8, 81, 129).

Figure 5. Postcards advertised for sale at the British Museum [Natural History], now the Natural History Museum, London, in the
1920s. Source: Library and Archives, Natural History Museum London [Ref: PH/1/1/6].
4

5

The first reference to a catalogue stall at the National Portrait Gallery appears in a guidebook from 1910. There is no reference to
the stall in an earlier guidebook earlier guidebook from 1908. A reasonable inference is that the catalogue stall was implemented
at some point in the intervening period.
The first reference to a catalogue stall at the Wallace Collection appears in a catalogue from 1913. There is no reference to the
stall in an earlier guidebook from 1911. A reasonable inference is that the catalogue stall was implemented at some point in the
intervening period (Wallace Collection, 1913: IX).
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As such, the wider adoption of the catalogue stall and the financial returns it produced rendered the
initiative a success. Beyond the immediate popularity of this amenity, we can think about the substantive effects it had for both visitors and institutions, specifically, its impact on the way museums shared
knowledge about their collections with visitors, but also its commercial precedent, which shapes museum infrastructure and practice to the present day.

The cultural importance of the catalogue stall
The importance of the introduction of catalogue stalls was captured by the report of the Royal
Commission on National Museums and Galleries in 1928. The Commission was setup to examine
the workings of state-supported museums and noted that museum publications “…form one of the
most important sides of [museum] activities from the standpoint of contact with the public” (RCMG,
1929: 45). The Commission highlighted the growth of publications with a popular focus, the importance of the catalogue stall as a focal point for sales, and the prominence of its location to attract
visitors, and also recommended that museums look to expand the market for their publications,
both domestically and overseas.
The impact that the Royal Commission praised is evident in the British Museum’s operations. With
the introduction of the stall the range and volume of information about the Museum’s collections
increased. Similarly, carving out a distinct sales space simplified the purchase of museum publications: rather than visitors having to locate a gallery attendant, which itself may have been a deterrent,
they could examine items before making a purchase. In the first 18 months of the stall’s operation
150,000 postcards were sold, and sales of guidebooks and catalogue increased significantly. By 1922,
the figure for postcards stood at 598,000 (HL deb. 17 May 1922, vol. 50, col.: 472). Moreover, with the
public emphasis of the stall, publications developed with a greater cognizance of the visiting public.
For example, while the British Museum’s scholarly catalogues continued apace, in 1914 the Trustees
approved an Illustrated Summary Guidebook which was shorter, less scholarly, and focused on collection highlights, designed “… to direct the visitor to the several parts of the building, and to indicate
a few of the principal objects of interest. Detailed accounts of the collections are contained in the
Departmental Guidebooks” (British Museum, 1914b: 3).
A broader implication of the stall’s introduction relates to how museums presented their collections
in reproduced form. Typically, curators selected which objects to make available as photographic
reproductions, meaning the museum in question retained curatorial authority over the images of the
collections it deemed worthy to circulate. However, the commercial nature of the catalogue stall was
a way by which the museum could begin to understand its visitors’ interests (namely through sales
figures) which could be utilised when thinking about new subjects to make available. Again, this
was highlighted by the Royal Commission, who noted that “Trading accounts afford a valuable indication of the general interest in an appreciation of the National Collections, and should be studied
carefully by those responsible for promoting contact between the institution and the public” (RCMG,
1929: 47). While this principle comes to the fore in more developed museum retailing contexts in
the 1970s and 1980s, the introduction of commercial space provided an opportunity for museums,
perhaps for the first time, to perceive and respond to public taste. Indeed, there are indications that
the British Museum made concessions to popular topics. For example, the first range of Coloured
Cards the Museum produced in 1920 was of Egyptian subjects, a perennial visitor favourite.
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Finally, while the museums determined the subjects of their collection that would be reproduced
―to widen and increase their influence― they couldn’t control how visitors used these reproductions.
That is to say while museums controlled notions of taste and association within their walls, beyond
them visitors were able to assemble their own collections of reproductions and place them in their
own context. This principle is outlined in André Malraux’s concept of the Musée Imaginaire. Malraux
(1978 [1949]: 13-15) observed that with the increase of photographic reproductions of artwork, it was
possible to construct an ‘imaginary museum’, collecting together reproduced artwork in museums
across continents and arranging them in one place. Malraux outlined this in his book, The Voices of
Silence, according to his own art-historical predilections, but the provision of catalogue stalls and the
inexpensive reproductions created similar opportunities for everyday museum-goers. This meant that
beyond seeing artwork curated according to a certain set of aesthetic or cultural principles, visitors
could create their own displays which reflected their passions and interests ―from the casual visitor placing a postcard on a nightstand with other popular images of London life, to an art aficionado
collecting their favourite images together in an album― thus giving new and varied meaning to their
relationship with museum cultures. The impact that reproduced media has had on culture has been
well rehearsed by cultural theorists (e.g. Berger, 2008 [1972]) and the provision of the catalogue stall
can be seen as an early moment in the circulation of mass visual culture.
In each of these instances then, the catalogue stall can be understood as a means of increasing access to and knowledge of museum collections among the visiting public. This presented opportunities
for visitors to engage more closely with a favourite artwork, and also created the possibility of new
forms of meaning and interpretation as visitors valued or arranged these images on their own terms
and in their own ways. While it is a stretch to claim the catalogue stall as a deliberate tool promoting
cultural democratization, this initiative was important in prompting museums to expand the ways they
shared their collections with visitors, and to think about visitor interests and desires more closely.

The commercial importance of the catalogue stall
In commercial terms, the catalogue stall was important for museums as it introduced profit making
activities into their orbit, and provided revenue streams that they could develop. The catalogue stall
facilitated the sale of cheap, popular publications, photographs and postcards, which could be manufactured inexpensively and sold profitably. Prior to this, the mainstay of the museum publication output, scholastic catalogues —were typically sold at a loss and their production was subsidized. As such,
the catalogue stall marks the first time that museums embraced distinct commercial imperatives by
introducing a defined, public sales area, and attractively packaged publications sold by professionals.
And this itself brought new values into the museums. As British Museum Director Sir Frederic Kenyon
noted in 1922 regarding the catalogue stall: “It has to be done on a commercial basis, and very carefully. The counter for the sale of these wonderful reproductions must be near the door, and not stowed
away in a corner.” (HL deb. 17 May 1922, vol. 50, col.: 472).
Admittedly, beyond the initial implementation of the stall, the commercial approach museums adopted tended to be relatively rudimentary. The selection of sales materials was made on a predominantly
curatorial basis rather than a coolly analytical approach to maximize revenue. While tenders were
sought from private companies to produce postcards, for example, this was to ensure budgets were
not exceeded and that reproductions could be offered to the public at reasonable rates. Indeed, the
Royal Commission noted that while profits were significant, the principal value of the endeavour was
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the extension of knowledge such sales would promote (RCMG, 1929: 46). Moreover, when a range of
national museums and museums were asked to provide details about their trading to a parliamentary
Select Committee in 1927, their representatives reported that while it was clearly profitable, they were
unable to give satisfactory answers regarding the intricacies of production costs or the realized value
of their sales —essentially, they were unable to accurately state the economic position of their businesses (Select Committee on Estimates, 1928: 38-39).
In part, this may have been a result of the way that museum financial arrangements were structured
in terms their relationship to different government departments. While a full discussion is beyond the
scope of this paper, the different fiscal arrangements across museums meant that they were bound
by differing rules on how funds could be used. Typically, the revenue to produce publications and photographic reproductions was inseparable from the museum’s annual grant-in-aid, meaning that any
income generated would be returned to the Treasury. Prior to the introduction of the catalogue stall,
this didn’t matter as unprofitable scholarly publications were subsidized, but as museums began to
develop profits on their publication schedule, these were returned to the treasury as a matter of course
and not reinvested back into the endeavour.
The most intriguing aspect of these early commercial arrangements at government supported museums was the use to which their profits were put by the Treasury. The profit returned annually was
actually used to pay the costs of introducing guide-lecturers to the museums (as outlined on page
138). Lord Sudeley, speaking in the House of Lords in 1922, outlines this:
“I am glad to be able to say that practically the whole cost has been met by the system of selling reproductions, pictorial cards and photographs. The total amount spent, about £2,500, will no doubt have to be
increased … The position is this. There is a small cost which may creep up to £5,000 on the debit side of
the balance sheet. On the credit side you have the profit arising from the sale of reproductions and pictorial photographs. This completely covers, or will soon cover, the entire cost, so that you have this lecture
system entirely without expense to the nation.” (HL deb. 17 May 1922, vol. 50, col.: 471-472).

While it doesn’t appear that this system was necessarily designed from the outset, connecting the two
in this way meant that the commercialism of the museums and galleries, aside from its popularity as
a visitor amenity, could be further justified on the grounds that it enabled important educational initiatives (beyond its own impact) for the visiting public.
As both guide lectures became more popular, and the stall became more successful, there was a
realization that both needed to be funded adequately. As such, after 1922 the funds to cover guidelecturers was introduced into museums’ regular grant, while the Treasury allowed museums to retain
the profits from their publications, although even then the amount the was based on profit averaged
out over the previous 2 ½ years (RCMG, 1929: 46). As such even by 1927 in particular contexts rigorous accounting ‘rigorous accounting still wasn’t in place’ in place. As a result of the evidence the Select
Committee collected, it subsequently introduced reporting provisions in order to better help museums
report and understand their finances more effectively (RCMG, 1929: 46), and gradually develop more
efficient commercial ventures.
Crucially, regardless of the sophistication of its commercial approach, the catalogue stall gave museums their first taste of generating profits and opened up doors conceptually in terms of actions the
use additional revenue could be put.
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Discussion
The adoption of catalogues stall by London-based national museums and galleries from around
1910 onwards has important implications for both visitors and the broader history of museums.
Firstly, catalogue stalls were a prominent focal point for museums to showcase their textual and
visual educational materials. This made it easier for visitors to access and inspect such materials
and resultantly led to more materials being purchased, enabling the museum to share information
about its collections more widely and visitors to expand or consolidate their knowledge. Moreover,
the symbolism of the stall itself shouldn’t be taken for granted. While it is difficult to definitively
substantiate, this provision signaled both to visitors and to staff that the museum was in the business of engaging the visiting public and meeting their needs, and moving beyond its traditional
scholastic audience.
Secondly, the stall is significant because it marks the moment that commercial principles begin to
gain a foothold in the museum, linking ideas of economic and cultural value. While some commentators were disdainful of this commercial intrusion, exemplified in the comments of ‘AN OLD READER’,
the initiatives produced expanded educational outcomes and the revenue generated provided museums with the ability to pursue additional initiatives, generally expanding the range of publications and
photographic reproductions they offered. From the point at which museums began to adopt a visitor
orientated focus, it has been difficult to put the genie back in the bottle, as commercialism has found
supporters in visitors (in terms of sales) and museum administrators. It was also significant here that
government was closely connected to these proceedings and encouraged them.
Finally, on a broader social level, the introduction of the stall represents an initial phase of museums beginning to make overtures towards emerging mass society and popular culture. With the
masses being attracted by alternative leisure opportunities, the catalogue stall in some ways is
a small gesture towards engagement with a society becoming increasingly commercial and consumerist. As such, these initiatives can be viewed as an important move in for museums to attain
relevance to contemporary society —and to ‘widen influence and interest’, as the British Museum
had it, by providing a both a space and popular products that contemporary audiences may feel
more engaging.

Conclusion
This paper has endeavored to demonstrate that the introduction of catalogue stalls throughout the
1910s at museums in London was an important moment in the development of these institutions’
relationship with the public, and, indeed, the broader history of museums. It was an initiative that
brought both educational prerogatives and commercial imperatives into focus. This was achieved
through encouraging museums to become more orientated towards their visitors’ needs, and which
was cemented within institutional structures by the positive cultural and capital benefits that accrued. The catalogue stall is the direct antecedent of the contemporary museum shop and related
trading concerns and provides an instructive example of how culture and commerce can work successfully to the benefit of both visitor and institution.
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